Cortland Police Blotter
400 North High Street, Cortland, Ohio 44410
Phone: (330) 638-1000 Fax: (330) 637-4916
Date
July 28, 2017

Time
12:55 Hr.
13:11 Hr.
13:59 Hr.
15:33 Hr.
16:41 Hr.
17:58 Hr.

19:48 Hr.

22:18 Hr.
23:33 Hr.

July 29, 2017

01:37 Hr.

10:40 Hr.
13:34 Hr.
17:01 Hr.
18:40 Hr.
21:48 Hr.
22:24 Hr.

Description
A lost dog was found and returned to his owner on the 100 block of
Corrin Circle.
A concerned citizen came to the station to report a petty theft. The
officer filed a report where the citizen stated that someone without his
knowledge or permission started a Time Warren Cable account.
Unused medication was brought to the station for disposal.
A subject dropped off used medication at Cortland Police Department for
disposal.
Officers were informed by a concerned citizen that her car was almost hit
by an ODOT truck on State Route 305 and she wanted to get some
advice.
Officer was advised of a stalking incident by a concerned citizen. She
informed the officer that she was being followed to her residence on the
500 block of Lakeview Drive. She was able to positively identify the driver
of the vehicle following her. The officer tried to make contact with this
individual but had negative results.
Officers responded to the 200 block of Stahl Avenue for a disorderly
conduct complaint. Upon arrival, the officer spoke to the subject who
stated that the neighbor is not paying her son for doing some work for
them.
Officer assisted the Kinsman Township Police with an alcohol test.
Officers were dispatched to the 300 block of West Main Street for an
unsecured structure. Upon arrival, the officers found the loading dock
door opened. The officers secured the door in question and checked to
make sure all remaining doors were secured.
Officers were dispatched to State Route 5 for an injured deer. Upon
arrival, the officers spoke to the complainant who located the injured
deer off the side of the roadway and wasn’t able to walk. Due to the
declining health of the deer, the officer terminated the deer’s life.
Officer was dispatched to the 100 block of South High Street in reference
to suspicious activity. Upon arrival, the officer was unable to locate the
subject.
An alarm drop was reported on the 100 block of North Mecca Street.
Upon arrival, the officer checked and secured the building.
Officer assisted the Cortland Fire Department with a medical emergency
at the 100 block of Grove Drive.
While on patrol in the area of Greenbriar Drive an officer viewed a cell
phone lying in the middle of the roadway. The officer secured the
property at the station. The property was later recovered on July 31.
An alarm drop was reported on the 400 block of Hawthorne Trail. Upon
arrival, the officer secured the residence.
A citizen came to the station to speak with an officer in reference to a
domestic situation. The officer advised him to contact his attorney.
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July 30, 2017

12:25 Hr.
13:21 Hr.
15:46 Hr.
16:28 Hr.
18:42 Hr.

20:30 Hr.
21:02 Hr.
July 31, 2017

00:21 Hr.

00:56 Hr.
03:03 Hr.
03:14 Hr.

11:08 Hr.

13:50 Hr.

August 1, 2017

00:34 Hr.
00:59 Hr.
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Officers assisted the Youngstown Police Blue Knights with a local
motorcycle run by blocking traffic on State Route 5 and State Route 11.
Officers were dispatched to the 300 block of North Mecca Street for a
vehicle crash that occurred in the parking lot. No injuries were reported.
Officer assisted the Cortland EMS with a medical emergency on the 200
block of Robbies Run.
Officer responded to the 4000 block of State Route 5 in reference to
suspicious activity. Upon arrival, the officer located the owner of the
building who stated they were there to start cleaning up after the fire.
Officers were dispatched to the 100 block of Pearl Street in reference to
a juvenile running away from Trumbull County Children’s Services staff.
The officer located the juvenile and a staff employee who stated that the
juvenile made verbal threats to harm herself. The officer had the juvenile
transported to TMH by the Cortland EMS.
Officer noticed that the traffic light on State Route 5 and State Route 46
was not illuminated. The officer left a report at City Hall and notified the
Service Director.
An alarm drop was reported on the 100 block of West Main Street. Upon
arrival, the officer secured both house and business.
Officer assisted the Cortland Fire Department on the 600 block of
Wakefield Drive in reference to a CO detector going off in the basement.
Upon arrival, the officer was told by the fire department that the CO
detector batteries needed to be changed.
An alarm drop was reported on the 400 block of South High Street. Upon
arrival, the officer secured the building.
Officer was dispatched to the 300 block of Hillman Dr. in reference to
suspicious vehicles. Upon arrival, the officer found both vehicles locked
and proceeded to secure the building.
Officer was dispatched to the 300 block of South High Street in reference
to suspicious activity. Upon arrival, the officer located the vehicle with
the dome light on. The officer was able to shut off the dome light and
checked and secured the building.
Officers responded to the 200 block of Stahl Avenue in reference to an
anonymous complaint of a possible domestic dispute between mother
and son. Upon arrival, the officers spoke with the subjects who advised
them that they were having a spirited conversation. Both denied that any
physical altercation had occurred or that any threats had been made
during their conversation.
Officers were advised by TC911 of a fight between two brothers on the
300 block of Maplewood Drive. Upon arrival, the officers spoke with the
subjects who stated that they were involved in a verbal argument that
led to mutual pushing and grabbing.
Officer was dispatched to Willow Park in reference to suspicious persons.
Upon arrival, the officer spoke with the subjects and advised them of the
park rules.
Officer was dispatched to the 200 block of St. Andrews in reference to
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17:57 Hr.
21:32 Hr.
21:51 Hr.
23:55 Hr.

August 2, 2017

08:00 Hr.
10:43 Hr.
11:00 Hr.
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suspicious activity. Upon arrival, the officer noticed that a solar
landscaping light on the hood of the vehicle was on. The officer made
contact with the homeowner who confirmed no problem as the neighbor
set it there and forgot to put it away.
39 y/o May Brown of Cortland was arrested for failure to reinstate
license.
Officer was dispatched to Stahl Avenue and Main Street for a disabled
vehicle. Upon arrival, the officer spoke to the owner of the vehicle who
stated that he was waiting to be towed.
Officers were dispatched to the 300 block of Mecca Street in reference to
a suspicious vehicle. Upon arrival, the officers were told by dispatch that
the vehicle left.
While on patrol an officer observed a juvenile riding his bike on Oakdale
Place and he contacted his mother who confirmed that he had
permission to ride his bike from his grandmother’s house on Spring Creek
to Oakdale Place. Officer gave a warning to his mother about the curfew
hours.
Unused medication was brought to the station for disposal.
Officer met with employees at Vasilios Restaurant who were concerned
about a subject that for the past few days was loitering around the
parking lot.
Unused medication was brought to the station for disposal.

11:00 Hr.

A business owner requested that an officer sit in as a witness to a
discussion between the owner and a former employer. This discussion
involved a previous petty theft report. The owner requested that extra
spot checks of the business just as a precautionary measure.

12:22 Hr.

Unused medication was brought to the station for disposal.

12:37 Hr.

Unused medication was brought to the station for disposal.

12:51 Hr.

An alarm drop was reported on the 100 block of Fairview Avenue. Upon
arrival, the officer spoke with the homeowner who did not know the
verbal pass code.
A lockout occurred on the 100 block of Onyx Place.

16:26 Hr.
20:15 Hr.
20:23 Hr.

20:58 Hr.

An alarm drop was reported on the 100 block of West Main Street. Upon
arrival, the officer checked and secured the building.
Officer was dispatched to the 300 block of North High Street in reference
to a patient that was confused. Upon arrival, the officer spoke to the
nurse who stated that everything was okay, that the patient was only
confused.
A citizen called dispatch to report a traffic regulation complaint. Officer
responded to the 100 block of Aspen Place and spoke to the citizen who
stated that a driver was speeding and tailgating her on King Graves Road.
The officer advised the citizen that this incident occurred outside of his
jurisdiction but he would check the area for the vehicle driving reckless.
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August 3, 2017
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06:25 Hr.
Officer assisted the Fowler Fire Department on State Route 11 in
reference to a traffic crash.
13:01 Hr.
Unused medication was brought to the station for disposal.
13:20 Hr.

Unused medication was brought to the station for disposal.

15:16 Hr.

Officer was dispatched to the 300 block of Sawmill Court in reference to
an animal complaint. Upon arrival, the officer spoke with the
homeowner who was concerned for her children because a fox that was
in her yard. The officer advised her it was wildlife and to keep her
children inside if she wished.
A citizen called the station in reference to getting information on
harassment. She explained to the officer that she was being harassed by
her ex-boyfriend and wanted to know her options.
Officer was advised of a traffic complaint on the 200 block of South High
Street. The caller stated that a truck almost hit her and she thinks he was
texting and driving. The officer wasn’t able to locate the driver.
A citizen came to the station in reference to an incident that occurred on
the 200 block of South High Street. The citizen stated that she was
returning money for an item sold on “let-go” at this location and she was
threatened by a subject that wanted to fight her. The officer filed a
report of the disorderly conduct.
Dispatched informed an officer of a domestic disturbance in progress at
the 200 block of Whitetail Run. The dispatch advised that the subject
does not want to see an officer or file a report. The subject is going to call
her lawyer.
An officer observed an unoccupied vehicle parked in the parking lot of
Lakeview High School. The officer checked the area and secured the
building.
An officer observed an unoccupied vehicle parked near the gas well on
the north side of Lakeview High School. The officer checked the area and
secured the building
An officer observed a suspicious vehicle parked behind the Cortland
Service Garage on Russel Ave. After making contact with the driver and
passenger, they stated that he was using the parking spaces to turn
around. The officer advised them that they will need to leave since the
park was closed.

15:25 Hr.
17:07 Hr.
18:46 Hr.

21:59 Hr.

August 4, 2017

00:20 Hr.
00:32 Hr.
01:26 Hr.
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